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We look forward to welcoming you at the German MIFA booth # C.15
FEATURE FILMS CONTRECHAMP IN COMPETITION

AURORA’S SUNRISE
Inna Sahakyan | Armenia, Germany, Lithuania 2022 | 96’
A teenage girl goes from genocide survivor to Hollywood
star. Losing her family, escaping slavery, enduring trauma,
and Hollywood greed, Aurora travels a very long way to tell
the world about her people’s tragedy. Her courage long
forgotten, Aurora’s odyssey is revived through this unique
testimony, archive footage, and the magic of animation.
f contact: Cinephil
cinephil.com
info@cinephil.com

SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION

BACKFLIP
Nikita Diakur | Germany, France 2022 | 12’
Attempting a backflip is not exactly safe. You can break
your neck, or land on your head, or land badly on your
wrists. So, I let my avatar learn the trick. He practices on a
6-core processor with the help of Machine Learning.
f contact: Miyu Distribution
miyu.fr
sales@miyu.fr

SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION

HYSTERESIS
Robert Seidel | Germany 2021 | 5’
Exploring the lag between recording analogue drawings
and projecting them onto a queer performer to create
dense feedback loops to use AI to mediate these
transformative re-presentations.
f contact: Studio Robert Seidel
robertseidel.com
info@robertseidel.com

SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION

LOUIS I. KING OF THE SHEEP
Markus Wulf | Germany 2022 | 8’
One windy day, Louis the sheep finds a paper crown and
thereby becomes Louis I, King of the Sheep. Things go their
royal ways. At least until the next gust of wind.
f contact: Kurz Film Agentur Hamburg
shortfilmsales.com
sales@shortfilm.com

SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION

STEAKHOUSE
Špela Čadež | Slovenia, Germany, France 2021 | 10’
The steak has been marinating for a few days now. The pan
is hot. Franc’s stomach is rumbling. But Liza’s colleagues
prepare a surprise birthday party for her. Will she get home
in time?
f contact: Miyu Distribution
miyu.fr
sales@miyu.fr

YOUNG AUDIENCES SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION

PAOLOS GLÜCK PAOLO’S HAPPINESS
Thorsten Drößler, Manuel Schroeder | Germany, Czech
Republic, Switzerland 2021 | 13’
Paolo Piangino is a very happy man because he is able to
cry. He cries at stories whether they have sad or happy
endings. Paolo’s tears make other people happy too. They
can pick Paolo’s happiness as if it was a flower, but they
can’t hold on to it.
f contact: FilmVermoegen GmbH
Grit Wisskirchen
grit@filmvermoegen.com

GRADUATION SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION

KLIMAX
Bea Hoeller | Germany 2021 | 3’
We create the inner world of the female organ with
abstract and associative images. Our main protagonist,
Barbie, goes through a process of transformation. She
emerges like Alice in Wonderland into a magical world, a
place of temptation and joy.
f contact: Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
Eva Steegmayer
festivals@filmakademie.de

GRADUATION SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION

SAFT JUICE
Mona Keil | Germany 2022 | 5’
A bunch of round, moist creatures slather each other
with an oozy juice. They share their world with pesky little
bugs, but one day they squash them all. In response, the
creatures start to run dry.
f contact: Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg
Eva Steegmayer
festivals@filmakademie.de

GRADUATION SHORT FILMS IN COMPETITION

SECOND
André Santos Martins | Germany, Portugal 2021 | 31’
Four weeks since quarantine started, and André digitally
recreates the street where he lives in Berlin. Wondering on
the possibility of a cyber society, he keeps revisiting the
virtual world of “Second Life”.
f contact: André Santos Martins
andresantosmartins.com
andremartinsuk@gmail.com

TV FILMS

RUNES “LA GROTTE DE BALIGAN”
Jean-Louis Vandestoc | Germany, France 2021 | 26x22’
After the death of his father, William, the contested heir
to the throne of Normandy, finds refuge in the village of
Baligan calling himself Hugo. He discovers the Runes’
magic and the terrible threat Loki, God of Chaos.
f contact: Prime Entertainment Group
primeeg.com/en

COMMISSIONED FILMS

ELTON JOHN, DUA LIPA “COLD HEART”
(PNAU REMIX)
Raman Djafari | Germany, United Kingdom 2021 | 4’
Four friends on a surreal night out at a disco follow Elton
John and Dua Lipa into a fantastical universe.
f contact: blinkink
blinkink.co.uk
hello@blinkink.co.uk

VR WORKS

DÉJÀ-VU
Dennis Stein-Schomburg | Germany 2021 | 15’
In the city of Evia, residents are infected with light. A girl
discovers what appears to be the host. She befriends it
and houses it. The other residents are not delighted. A
persecution begins.
f contact: Schmidt & Stein-Schomburg GbR
raumkapsel.space
post@raumkapsel.space

